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Problem Set 1 – Due Wed, 16 Jan 2019 at 12 pm
Instructions: This problem set is due noon Wednesday: upload the pdf to gradescope before that time.
Write your solutions as succinctly and elegantly as you can. Typeset solutions, preferably in LATEX, are
strongly preferred. Please put one problem on each page, in order, thereby making your problem-set
solutions four pages. Remember that if you work with a partner, you turn in a single problem set for the
two of you, both of you named as a group. You may not consult the web to try to ﬁnd solutions to any
of these problems. Clearly state any (reasonable) assumptions you must make.
Problem 1. Alice has a pretty penny. Unfortunately, it might not be a fair penny: it might, when
ﬂipped, land heads with some probability p = 0.5. Alice wants to generate a uniform random bit b: the
bit should be 1 with probability 0.5 and zero with probability 0.5. Describe a strategy Alice can use to
achieve the result she wants using her possibly-biased coin.
Problem 2. Alice and Bob have an inﬁnite pile of pennies. They take turns placing their pennies on a
perfectly round table, beginning with Alice. A penny may be placed anywhere on the table so long as all
of the penny ﬁts fully on top of the table and no part of the penny is on top of any other penny. Pennies
must be placed ﬂat on their heads or tails side. A party loses if he has nowhere to put his penny. Show
that Alice can always win. (You might need some natural assumption for this to be true.)
Problem 3. Alice might like to go on a date with Bob. Bob might like to go on a date with Alice. But
nobody asks anybody out because, even if they’re interested, they’re too embarrassing to express this in
case the other is not.
Alice and Bob aim to solve this problem by designing a protocol (a process) in which each learns the
other’s interest if and only if both are interested. Said diﬀerently, Alice has a private bit a ∈ {0, 1} and
Bob has a private bit b ∈ {0, 1}. We need a method wherein they can interact with one another and, at
the end, each will know a ∧ b, but nothing more. If a = b = 1 they each learn this fact; if a = 0, Alice
learns nothing of b; if b = 0, Bob learns nothing of a.
For your solution, use only simple, physical objects you might ﬁnd around your home. Assume Alice and
Bob are basically honest and cooperative, but don’t assume either will do what you say if left unobserved.
Problem 4. An n-bit permutation P is a one-to-one and onto function with domain and range {0, 1}n .
The set of all n-bit permutations is denoted Perm(n). A random n-bit permutation is a function drawn
uniformly from Perm(n).
n

An n-bit cycle C is an n-bit permutation for which 0n , C(0n ), C(C(0n )), . . . , C 2 −1 (0n ) are distinct. The
set of n-bit cycles is denoted Cycl(n). A random n-bit cycle is a function drawn uniformly from Cycl(n).
(As a suggested warm-up, draw some pictures illustrative of random permutations and random cycles;
n
ﬁgure out why, for a random cycle, C 2 (0n ) = 0n ; and compute |Perm(n)| and |Cycl(n)|.)
Finally, the question: show how to convert a random permutation P into a random cycle C. That is,
provide a (stateless, deterministic) algorithm to compute C that makes (eﬃcient, black-box) use of P
and P −1 . Explain why C is a cycle, and a uniform one in Cycl(n), as long as P is uniform in Perm(n).

